Supplementary Material A
In order to understand an important case when T and U are linear even though mappings M XY and M Y X are non-linear, consider the simple case where X is the real line, and Y is the non-negative portion of the real line, M XY (x) = x 2 , and M Y X (y) = √ y. Suppose T (x) = t x and suppose y = x 2 = r (x 2 1 ) + s (x 2 2 ) = r y 1 + s y 2 .
Then
which shows that at least in this case U is also linear. Note that our choice of the positive square root for M Y X (y) was arbitrary. We could just as well have chosen the negative square root, and the result would have been the same.
Supplementary Material B
The computer algebra system, Maxima, version 5.36.1, (Chou & Schelter, 1986) MatS6 m6; m6[0] = m23 * m33 -m22 * m33 -m23 * m32 + m22 * m32; m6[6] = m13 * m33 -m12 * m33 -m13 * m32 + m12 * m32; m6[12] = m13 * m23 -m12 * m23 -m13 * m22 + m12 * m22; m6[18] = (-m13 * m33) + m12 * m33 + m13 * m32 -m12 * m32 -m13 * m23 + m12 * m23 + m13 * m22 -m12 * m22 -m13 * m13 + 2 * m12*m13 -m12 * m12; m6[24] = (-m23 * m33) + m22 * m33 + m23 * m32 -m22 * m32 -m23 * m23 + 2 * m22*m23 -m13 * m23 + m12 * m23 -m22 * m22 + m13 * m22 -m12 * m22; m6[30] = (-m33 * m33) + 2 * m32*m33 -m23 * m33 + m22 * m33 -m13 * m33 + m12 * m33 -m32 * m32 + m23 * m32 -m22 * m32 + m13 * m32 -m12 * m32; // (%i52) yresult([1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0], [-1, 0, 0]); m6[1] = m23 * m33 -m21 * m33 -m23 * m31 + m21 * m31; m6[7] = m13 * m33 -m11 * m33 -m13 * m31 + m11 * m31; m6[13] = m13 * m23 -m11 * m23 -m13 * m21 + m11 * m21; m6[19] = (-m13 * m33) + m11 * m33 + m13 * m31 -m11 * m31 -m13 * m23 + m11 * m23 + m13 * m21 -m11 * m21 -m13 * m13 + 2 * m11*m13 -m11 * m11; m6[25] = (-m23 * m33) + m21 * m33 + m23 * m31 -m21 * m31 -m23 * m23 + 2 * m21*m23 -m13 * m23 + m11 * m23 -m21 * m21 + m13 * m21 -m11 * m21; m6[31] = (-m33 * m33) + 2 * m31*m33 -m23 * m33 + m21 * m33 -m13 * m33 + m11 * m33 -m31 * m31 + m23 * m31 -m21 * m31 + m13 * m31 -m11 * m31; // (%i53) yresult([1; 0; 0]; [-1; 0; 0]; [0; 0; 0]); m6[2] = m22 * m32 -m21 * m32 -m22 * m31 + m21 * m31; m6[8] = m12 * m32 -m11 * m32 -m12 * m31 + m11 * m31; m6[14] = m12 * m22 -m11 * m22 -m12 * m21 + m11 * m21; m6[20] = (-m12 * m32) + m11 * m32 + m12 * m31 -m11 * m31 -m12 * m22 + m11 * m22 + m12 * m21 -m11 * m21 -m12 * m12 + 2 * m11*m12 -m11 * m11; m6[26] = (-m22 * m32) + m21 * m32 + m22 * m31 -m21 * m31 -m22 * m22 + 2 * m21*m22 -m12 * m22 + m11 * m22 -m21 * m21 + m12 * m21 -m11 * m21; m6[32] = (-m32 * m32) + 2 * m31*m32 -m22 * m32 + m21 * m32 -m12 * m32 + m11 * m32 -m31 * m31 + m22 * m31 -m21 * m31 + m12 * m31 -m11 * m31; 
